
 

BEXDFS Event: Provides the date and time that a DFS server export finished, failure occurred or completed normally.
BEXDFS Notification: Provides the date and time that a DFS server export failed, was skipped or completed normally.
BEXDFS Failure: Provides the failure time of a DFS server export. BEXDFS Exit: Provides the exit time of a DFS server
export. BEXDFS Statistics: Provides information about successful and failed DFS server exports. BEXDFS Statistics
Notification: Provides information about skipped DFS server exports. BEXDFS Statistics Exit: Provides information about the
exit time of a DFS server export. BEXDFS Server Name: Provides the name of the DFS server exporting the object. BEXDFS
Server Export: Provides information about the export of an object. BEXDFS Server Start: Provides information about the start
of an object export. BEXDFS Server Status: Provides information about the status of an object export. BEXDFS Status:
Provides the status of a DFS server export. BEXDFS Timeout: Provides the timeout error of a DFS server export. BEXDFS
Timeout Notification: Provides the notification of a DFS server export timeout. BEXDFS Timeout Exit: Provides the exit time
of a DFS server export timeout. BEXDFS Total Time: Provides the total time of an object export. BEXDFS Target Server
Name: Provides the name of the DFS server exporting the object. BEXDFS Target Server Export: Provides information about
the export of an object. BEXDFS Target Server Start: Provides information about the start of an object export. BEXDFS Target
Server Status: Provides information about the status of an object export. BEXDFS Target Server Timeout: Provides the timeout
error of a DFS server export. BEXDFS Target Timeout: Provides the timeout notification of a DFS server export. BEXDFS
Target Timeout Exit: Provides the exit time of a DFS server export timeout. BEXDFS Total Time: Provides the total time of an
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Allow to send emails with a keystroke. Keycodes and templates are stored in the Keymacro data base (you can later download
templates from For an overview of how to set up Keymacro on your computer, see the Keymacro Help file. Lets you save
keystrokes and templates Let's you send emails with a keystroke Runs in every version of Windows Supports keystrokes and
templates stored in the Keymacro data base Lets you create templates Customize the appearance of the messages (color, size)
Supports 256 messages (next to a physical keyboard) Provides the possibility to use a shortcut (ctrl + f-key, for example, ctrl +
A for the first letter of the mail subject) Supports a user defined environment variable (to indicate mail subject, email address
and so on) Supports standard mailto links Supports enhanced mailto links Supports keystroke macros Supports Unicode Able to
handle attachments (but this is not a file mail client - you have to save your mail first in the Keymacro data base) Makes all your
mail available in another mail client (otherwise you would need to start Outlook, then do what you need and then quit) Export all
your mail to a mail client of your choice Allows you to easily add standard headers to all your messages Allows you to send an
email message containing an attachment without having to save your mail first in the Keymacro data base Allows you to use
standard headers with an attachment Supports standard mailto links Supports enhanced mailto links Supports standard mailto
links for an attachment Supports enhanced mailto links for an attachment Supports Unicode (through the use of Unicode
Shortcuts) Supports Unicode (through the use of Unicode Shortcuts) Supports Unicode (through the use of Unicode Shortcuts)
Supports Unicode (through the use of Unicode Shortcuts) Supports Unicode (through the use of Unicode Shortcuts) Supports
Unicode (through the use of Unicode Shortcuts) Supports Unicode (through the use of Unicode Shortcuts) Supports Unicode
(through the use of Unicode Shortcuts) Supports Unicode (through the use of Unicode Shortcuts) Supports Unicode (through
the use of Unicode Shortcuts) Supports Unicode (through the use of Unicode Shortcuts) Supp 
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